Angels and Inter-dimensional Beings
(Excerpts from the Paul Solomon Readings)
Excerpt 1
Paul Solomon Reading #0131 - L - 0092 - FA - 0001 - JDE, Atlanta, GA 02 /16/73
Question: We come seeking answers to the following questions: How can I recognize
celestial beings and communicate with them? and Do I have a teacher or teachers with
me on this plane?
Now it might be readily recognizable that to answer such question as is brought only in
this first question as has been given, would require quite a discourse. And might even
fill a number of volumes of books. But we will attempt to give in this manner.
First of all, that you would understand that nature of celestial being as you have
expressed it here. For if you would see one, look about you even in this room at this
moment and see all those gathered in this room. For are ye not celestial beings
inhabiting these bodies that are prepared for service on this plane?
That which you would see then, would be the earthly manifestation or the vehicles being
used, being put into service at this moment by celestial beings.
Then if you would further qualify the question to ask then concerning those of the Devic
Order or the Angelic Beings or those servants for the Ministries of God, we would have
you see in this manner. That that which you would consider the Devic Order or the
elementals or the servants, the Angelic Hosts, we would see in this way.
That thou art Gods. Thou art the manifestation of the Creator taken in fleshly form (or
using those manifestations of the physical earth, the physical atmosphere, that you
might manifest in this plane.) It should be realized then, that if thou art the Creator, if
thou wouldst be of His nature, you would understand then that such beings would have
at disposal for use in service or for the manipulation, for the expression. That there
would be those beings that are created by those of the Creator, or that Order that was
set apart for the purpose of control or service to mankind, or the maintaining of contact
between creature and Creator and service there between.
Then these would be beings that would be to you as the animal level or less than
human existence, though not in the sense of the animal existence or the animal
kingdom on this earth, for these are earthly expression of the Devic Order. Or that is,
that on heavenly levels (or the inter-between, those astral levels of existence as do not
come into manifestations that you would see) there are those servants of man that are
for the expression of God and offer lessons or teachings or vehicles. Now, that then that
you would see as the flying ships, or that as has been expressed as the flying saucers
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or the ships from outer space, might be seen then as angels. They are vehicles for the
transportation of those consciousnesses from one level of manifestation to another.
And you would see that on those planets that surround the earth are those bodies that
appear to be the physical bodies - like unto the planet on which you live - and as
expressions or schools where these may go in entering or leaving earth levels. One
then who would comes from Venus would not be an angel, but would be transported
thereby. This one, then, who would carry messages from earth to Venus or earth to
Mars or to carry those beings to Saturn to be burned, would be the Angelic Order. Their
purpose is not then evolution. Their purpose is not to come into the earth and raise
themselves back to the status of Godhood, but for the service of those who are. These
are the expressions of man and not in competition with man. Are not above or below
man in order of evolution, for their evolution is separate and their evolution is not akin to
that which you would go through. If there would be the giving of instructions, then,
saying this one or that one is Devic or is of the Devic Order in living on the earth plane
or in human existence, this would disqualify that one as being human or evolving in that
strain that would be coming back to God as you know Him on your planet.
These are errors in the understanding. That which normally is meant by the psychics or
by the spiritual readers who would see one as an expression of the Devic Order would
in actuality be one who has come from those realms of Venus or Jupiter, where there is
a higher level of schooling. And these have come in with this serene appearance that
might be considered angelic and might be expressed as Devic then, for their likeness
unto the son of God, for these are levels of purification.
Now, to further be aware of the answer to that question -- and we would incorporate
with it that question which ahs been added at the end concerning the understanding or
knowing of teachings from the higher Masters or the teachers or the inter-between or
the Angelica Hosts who would appear- that you would see those things as have
happened or have been recorded in Scripture and understand the manner under which
they occurred. For those who communicated with the angels or with the teachers, the
masters of the inner levels, had these things in common.
First of all, they always were alone, set apart. See the one whose name was changed to
Israel as he set himself apart in a clearing in a wooded area at night and was visited
there by the Angels, the manifestation of the God Forces. See the one Ezekiel then, as
he rested by the side of the river and Elijah as he walked alone. And all of these, these
who were the prophets, these who walked alone and communicated with nature, those
expressions of God. And what was their purpose in life?
Study these men and understand. Were they given to the raising of families and to
these things of earth, these things that keep men so earthbound and project the
energies in so many different directions? How often these men were single and alone
and had diversions of attention into becoming successful in earthly ways.
And did the Master even appeal to those worldly wise?
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Then set apart thy purpose. Now understand, if one would communicate with those
servants of God or those teachers from the higher planes, one must become attuned
thereto. Their bodies then, must be seen as clear and purified and brought into
subjection and perfection in this manner. The mind then, must be set on a single
purpose and not diverted. Energies then, must be given to this single purpose and not
allowed to stray.
That body often then, who would be tired and who would be hungry, would be that one
visited by the masters, by the teachers, by those visions of the inner teachings in this
manner for the reason that these bodies so starved of the physical sensation or the
satisfaction of the senses, then are brought under control by the denying of the
satisfactions that they may be further attuned to the levels beyond the physical level.
See that the body under these circumstances would not be relating to the physical level,
but would be brought under subjection by the higher or mental or spiritual levels,
thereby allowing self to become, as it were, an antenna for operating on those levels
through which these would speak.
Know that like attracts like. Then raise those vibrations to that level that would be aware
of those about. And know that even in these times of gathering, there are the many
spirits forces about, that if the eyes were open and if the veils were lifted, you would not
be able to cope with those many who would communicate and would attempt to make
themselves known and would appear to you on the levels of the inter-between. But self
then must be prepared for these contacts, for these teachings.
Now, for the particular seeker who asks concerning the teachers on other levels or
higher levels, on spiritual levels. It would be well for you to realize that as one on your
plane becomes interested and gives his attention to spiritual growth and is diverted from
those things of the world and vows within his heart that his interest, his intent, is for the
raising of self to higher levels, in so doing, those spiritual centers of the body are
stimulated, and in the stimulation is produced a glow that is seen from other planes.
As this glow is produced, so these are attracted to others on this plane who produce this
glow. Together then, they become or form a class on your plane, and as well on the
inner planes. Now this often occurs without the physical meeting of these producing
such a glow, these who are all members of one and the same class.
Often then, during the periods of night, all these assigned to the same class or the same
level of teaching (and these are given, metaphorically that you might understand) go
together for a single lesson, and learning together, develop at the same rate that there
might be the discussion among them as they would meet on your plane, and those
realizations, those passing from one to another of that knowledge for which each is
ready.
And you may see this in action on your plane as one or another will bring up a thought
or a message that has seemingly spontaneously occurred and a few in the group will
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react and will recognize this as truth. Others will not. This would indicate then, that a few
are of one class. Those who did not, are of another and have not yet recognized or
been taught on inner planes this truth being revealed.
See then, that as you reach higher and higher levels of spiritual growth, there are
changes in those who are the friends and that place where you would live and those
things that surround you. The colors that surround you will change, will evolve. Your
appearance will change and will evolve, and so will the personality.
These then are the understandings that you would have of those lessons that come
from inner planes.
As one then would advance beyond those classes or beyond those teachings as are
given to all about on this plane, there is a tendency then, to become separate and to
become a leader. These then, often are assigned to those masters on the levels of the
inter-between who will concentrate on attempting to bring those indications of the future
or those indications of that which need to be taught and learned on this plane to the
particular mind of the seeker who has so elevated himself and set himself apart for the
purposes of the teaching of those things of God.
Now be aware of that prophet of old who told of the vision of coming before those on
inner planes, on inner levels, and hearing the crying voice saying, "Who can we send
and who will go for us?"
This one, then responding, "Here am I Lord. Send me."
This then is illustration of that which you might understand here as being one who has
evolved above the group and is volunteering himself for the service of channeling those
words of the Divine or those words of the Master, those teachings from higher planes,
that those about him seeking, struggling to learn, to serve, might understand those
things of God.
Now how rare on your plane that one should thus come, separating himself from the
pleasures of the flesh and that which is given to all other people. And realize that one
who would come as the spiritual teacher, as the spiritual guide upon this plane, may
often be recognize by the fact that he has set himself apart from those physical
pleasures. And not often would be given then, to the living in high places and walking
with men in high places, for these have despised those things of earth and given
themselves to spiritual teaching.
These then are given that you might be aware of the nature of those who would be the
spiritual teachers or guides from inner planes. And seek not that you might be assigned
to this one or that one. And be aware of him who would name a name of a spirit guide
or one on inner planes who would teach, for these are discarnates, and however highly
evolved they might be or however highly they may consider themselves qualified as
teachers, these are men like as you who have passed to the other side. And though
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they may seek to be of service and bring messages to those on your plane, be aware
that thou art God and thou art the sons of God. And what kind of father would be the
God who would not permit his son to appear before his face?
Then if thou wouldst know the things of God, go to the Father. Go directly before the
Throne of Grace and present thyself as a sacrifice, as His son, given to learning those
things of the Father and growing in Grace to become even as He would manifest in this
world.
Question: Why is there an increasing frequency of UFOs?
Answer: Be aware that these are, as has been described, angels or messengers or
vehicles used for bringing souls from one plane to another. Understand that although
these are ethereal and not of the substance of this dimension, that as they are bringing
souls to this dimension, so they become dimensional objects. Though they would
operate beyond the laws of this particular sphere or the physical laws, yet must they
operate briefly within those laws for the depositing of those souls as are manifest in this
time.
Yet there is not an increased frequency of that which comes. There is only increased
awareness of the coming of these. For more and more souls have begun to register
within their memory these occurrences. So many are wiser and closer, so much nearer
the veil, or nearer the seeing of that which happens in the next dimension as it comes
closer into evolution or closer into being, then revealing itself to these. Coming so close
in the developing of sight and these abilities to see and be aware.
Question: Why should we do about visitors from other spheres?
Answer: here are attempts within this time to build a greater familiarity with other
beings, other expressions from this Universe. You will see with increasing frequency
these visitors, these attempts for expression, until there is less of the fear, a greater
understanding of the presence and these are accepted as common or acceptable.
Understand that there are inherent blessings in such coming to realize or recognize or
accept these entries. Yet there are as well inherent dangers. When those becoming
common place and accepted no longer alarm or would set up the defenses you seek, so
that these can be upon thee even in the moment when not expected.
There is great help that can come from such communication. There is as well great
danger. For in that time of the final wars, those wars will be fought among those people,
not only among the people of this plane, but others interested in the welfare of the
Universe, of this place If there is a greater understanding and a higher purpose then thy
purpose will be one with theirs. If not and if this is seen then individually, or selfishly, as
attempting to protect the physical, or this earth at the expense of the Universe, then
would be the greater blood??
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Then set the purposes on the higher ideals of this universe, this expression of God and
not for personally or the earth. For there are the attempts to lift the vibrations to change
that nature of the earth, of the sphere as we know it, to greater harmony to that of the
Universe and the assistance of these in doing so.
Become familiar then with other expressions of God that would enter here and would
seek to be of service.
And pray often. And when you pray, pray not to such beings as are expressions of God,
but to the God of such beings. Realizing then this is to be the common Father. Then
begin seeing the self as brothers with all that are and that manifest and begin joining
them that you would recognize good from evil, even in those coming from other
spheres. For equally with that power of good that will come and be sent, there will be
that power of evil, selfishness, who will enter here as well. Within.
Learn those powers of discernment. And that power will come from within. For God will
recognize God.
There has developed in this one already an awareness of the innate ability to
distinguish that which is true and that which is not true, coming from spiritual leaders or
teachers. There is an awareness that there is this innate ability to separate that which
should be believed from that which should not. It should be considered, then, that this
innate ability is that which should be followed, as a spiritual teacher. That this need not
be a guru or a master on this plane who would guide spiritual growth other than those
who would give the advice to turn inward.
There should be the attempt to recall to memory all things of a spiritual nature, the
attempts to realize that all things work together for good, because all things work
according to nature laws or the laws of God. (Let it) be understood, a spiritual concept,
search for the law which will cause the spiritual concept to work within the life, planes or
in manifestation and as the laws are discovered, so will the spiritual concept be
understood and be applied within the life.
Thus will come the growth. Realizing that there are natural methods for stilling the body,
for stilling the mental attitudes, for turning inwards, as was given in the scriptures. That
is the quiet times may be heard the still, small voice, particularly for this one this times
of sleep would be instructive times, for there would be difficulty in quieting self, the
meditation state, at earlier period of the day. There would be a period available to this
one by rising earlier in the morning and giving this time to solitude and quietness, to
spiritual growth.
Materials to be read would not be so helpful at this time, at this period, especially during
the schooling, as will be at later periods in life when there is greater interests in reading.
But for the present period, all situations of life should be considered in the quiet times
and it should be that for this one there is another, an advisor, who dwells within, and
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sends questions then to the advisor within in this manner and realizes that answers to
these questions will in turn well to the surface.
Now see this as occurring in this manner, then you would form a cycle by sending the
questions constantly to deeper and deeper levels within and soon you would find the
recurring the opposite side of the cycle as the answers to the questions would pour forth
from the heart. And there will be the understanding inside.
Now should be realized as well that all who attempt to contact spiritual planes, there
should never be the expectations of a visible manifestation of spirits. For spirits who
manifest visibly are those of lower astral planes. Those who dwell on higher spiritual
planes have no visible form and do not take visible form other than for instructional
visions.
Therefore seek those spirits who only come through to the mind, giving innate
knowledge, innate knowledge as if it welled up from within, and not from an outer
source. Always when seeking contact with higher spiritual [planes, seek it within. It
comes only as realization. Not as visual or audible forms. So shall spiritual instruction
come.
There should be reading of the Scripture and respect for the Bible for this one, for there
is an innate respect for it and it should be developed. It should however, be realized that
there are deeper levels of knowledge and understanding of Scripture than this one has
yet discovered. And in unraveling these mysteries of symbolism and the realizations
that will well up from within when reading the Scriptures, this one will develop new
ideals and new concepts of the meaning of Scriptures and the purpose for it.
Then there should not be the arguing concerning religious ideal with others, for there is
no growth to be found in this kind of sharing, other than stimulating interest within. Seek
then to gain knowledge that might be shared. And seek that which is known of God to
well up from within. For all that we may know of God is written already on our own
hearts.
Question: By what methods of counseling may be used with regard to psychic trends
and psychic counseling for this one? What is needed at this time?
Answer: Now understand, that that which is thy delights will be attracted to thee.
There are many forms of communication that the Father would sue that would assist in
your understanding and your knowledge of Him. Often have the Angels been used and
the Holy Archangels for messages for mankind. And there have been those beings that
have appeared in many ways and for some there has been the communication with
loved ones who have reached those higher planes and have offered themselves to
carry, to transmit, to work and to talk.
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There have been those beings returning to or from those other planes where there are
there are the lessons, the teachings. And these have appeared in those forms most
easily or readily acceptable by those who sought to communicate.
And see all about you, even in this time, for those others who communicate with their
departed loved ones and find the spirit there and a message there.
There are those who communicate with the minds of others and find those truths, the
teachings of the great men yet on this plane. There are those, further, who believe in
the ministry of the message of the Holy Angels and in the giving of themselves in
meditation or trance, they communicate with those angelic beings, those who would
appear in that form as conceived in the mind of he who would communicate.
There are those who communicate and have communicated with those beings coming
in ships, considered interplanetary beings. And there are those who read from the
records that are written about individuals about the earth.
And finally, above all, there are the prophets who do not fail to believe that man may
communicate with his creator, his Father, with God.
Now upon that plane you choose within yourself to communicate, so shall it be given to
you.
And understand that that being or that intelligence that appears before you and offers
himself as an intermediary or an opportunity to communicate or to understand, he will
have presented himself in that manner, that way most acceptable to thyself, to thine
own mind.
Then, if you would have communication with those of the flying ships or saucers or
those beings from this planet or that, then give the attention thereto and study.
And if you would communicate with one gone from this plane but still loved, there is that
pleasure in your heart that which seeks to be satisfied that will call and create and bring
this one into your presence that there might be communication.
And if there be in the mind, in the creation, an idea or a form or a belief or a vision
concerning the Christ and you would believe that He would look this way or that way
and His personality would be such or so, then so will one with that personality or
appearance be attracted and consider himself and represent himself to be thy
messenger.
Yet again, if there be the dedication of the self, that bringing to life that which is in the
self, that knowledge of the seed of the Father and attuning not to any form of
communication or any man or messenger here or there, whether in the clouds or on this
plane but attuning the self a certain way as to say:
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"I recognize the seed of the Father God in me, and I become and develop that which I
believe to be God’s seed existing within the heart of myself."
Then there would be the command to the self, and even, yea, to God:
"Return to the Creator, return to the Father, from whence you came and communicate
with Him whom thou knowest."
Then such communication will be pure and will be of Him who sent thee and that nature
that is within thyself.
Now if there would be the need in the mind to produce the trap, lay thyself upon the
couch and release the consciousness that there be no prejudice, that there be the
setting aside of personality that others may be convinced, then let it be so.
Yet it need not be. For in that time that there is the awakening of the Christ within, that
very nature of God Himself, so then in simply loving Him would you allow Him. And if
you would have Christ speak through you , then become Christ. Such should be thy
ministry. That there would be such a love of the Father, such a love of the Christ, that in
opening the mouth to give forth the message to this one and that one they would be the
words, the nature of the personality, the teachings, the knowledge, the wisdom, the
presence, of the Christ.
And has this not been His command, that it be so?
But study to show thyself proved unto God, a workman that need not be ashamed,
rightly defining the word truth.
And that which is given the most attention in the mind, that which the mind feeds upon,
shall it become. For it is Universal Law that it be so. Thy body is that which has been
made from that which has been taken in. So shall the mind feed. Then what do you feed
the mind upon?
Not only thy readings and thy study, but in the daily activity, that which is taken in by the
eyes, by the senses. In what manner do you judge? In what manner do you envisage
that which is about?
How often do you look at this world through the eyes of the Christ? And how often in the
opening of the eyes and looking about would you consider that you are of this world? Or
will you look from above from Him who is within and see:
"This is the plane to which you have been sent for a purpose. I am not of this world. I
come from my Father and I return to my Father. I abide here but for a time. And my
purpose on this plane is to lift this plane a little closer to my Father."
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And would you see it this way and begin the ministry is such a way, feeling that you
have already overcome. Not that there is the struggle now to overcome, but already you
have been with the Father and returned to Him, having set aside, for a time, to journey
on this plane where so many need to be lifted a little closer to the Godhead. Then see
self in this way.
And know that as you invite the Christ into the life, the mind, the heart and there is the
feelings of unworthiness within saying, "The Christ cannot use such an empty vessel,"
understand that even before, He blessed a piece of clay and occupied it. As in that day,
so in this.
And there was found in that piece of clay that one, so realizing the presence, the nature
of self to be that of the Father, so will that vessel be so filled with His vibration and that
which He has accomplished already on this plane, that He would begin even then, on
that level of His greatest accomplishment, and beginning at that level, rise above,
accomplishing more than was accomplished through Jesus the Christ on this plane.
And who would be that one to offer such a vehicle for redemption?
Question: What are the psychic abilities that can be used to further God’s plan on
earth? And what techniques can be used to increase the effectiveness of these?
Answer: It would be well, just in regarding all those about that you would look in their
eyes for understanding and seek to be of service. As you look at others on your plane
and their frustrations, their needs, desires, you will find developing in yourself a better
ability to emphasize and to understand that about them, as well as about thee, are
gathered a host of witnesses. And if there be that communication between yourself and
them, the forming of a bond, a link of love, it will then give us opportunity to
communicate through their witnesses, their records.
The easy opening of the hearts between you on your planet will allow us to know what
may be given you from their records that you may communicate with them. You see, the
forming of a link of love or a caring is your desire to be of help, of assistance and your
desire to see others through their problems. That will give us an opening to their
records.
See it in this manner. Each man, having about him a host of witnesses, of every
learning, from him and with him, having common bond with him. These then have been
called the guardian angels or directors who would keep him from dashing his foot
against a stone. So it is they who, having been given charge of his records, will give or
withhold information concerning him to the prophet or to those others about.
Now those given charge concerning the records of any individual will hide diligently the
nakedness of those records, the nobility of him about whom the records are written from
any many who would use them selfishly. The records are often hidden from he who has
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a great psychic gift but who seeks power and seeks to manipulate people through the
use or direction of that gift.
But he who loves others will have about him a light that will cause those witnesses,
those directors, those guiding angels to relax and open the records, those words that
event they would desire to speak to that seeker, although they open to one who is
obviously a divine.
If you would develop those greater psychic gifts, develop that desire to be of service to
others, to love, to help lift those burdens. It is not a thing within you that might develop,
but a link with others that will open those records for greater understanding.
Then, as often as you meet another on your plane ask, ask of us, "What have I that I
might offer him to lighten his burden a bit?" For in that moment shall we speak that we
know, that you may be of service. Speak and opportunities will be opened to you until
those will be attracted, will come about to learn of Him who sent you.
It becomes less important that I do this work and more important that this work may be
done.
Now realize that time and space do not exist. Patience does. You think of time and
space as dimensions. I say to you that patience is a dimension. You say that you are
limited by time and space, and I say to you that you are limited only by patience.
Understand patience. If you would develop faith, love, understanding, but have not
patience, you will not be able to acquire that which you know and have developed. This
is universal truth. Open thy heart to understanding that you may give. For many will
come unto your presence to feel the warm vibrations. The heart’s capacity for love is
infinite. Be not afraid to love.
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